
Making Life Smoother.

COMMERCIAL

Until now, it’s been a tradeoff. Foodservice operators had to choose between blenders that 
were powerful and those that were quiet. The Stealth blender offers the best of both. As the 
strongest, most advanced blender on the market, it can be used in environments where 
low noise is critical.

Stealth
The quietest blender. Ever.

Powerful and quiet – it’s no longer either/or. 

™



WARRANTY
3 years or 20,000 cycles

Motor drive socket: Lifetime

Includes full parts, labor and freight

WEIGHT
13.70 lbs
  6.23 Kg

DIMENSIONS
  8.55"     W
  9.06"     D
17.22"     H

21.71 cm   W 
23.01 cm   D 
43.74 cm   H

CONTACT
1.800.Blendtec
801.222.0888
1206 S. 1680 W. Orem, 
UT 84058
Blendtec.com/commercial
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Blend at the sound level of normal conversation.
A powerful blender is no good if its noise drives your customers away. The Blendtec Stealth™ 
boasts an industry-leading 15 amp motor, yet is the quietest commercial blender in the world.

Advanced, illuminated touch control surface. 

Versatile USB interface.

For the first time ever in the commercial blending industry, the Stealth exclusively offers an 
illuminated capacitive touch control surface, making it highly intuitive. It also features a touch 
slider control for the most advanced fine-tuned speed control ever.

Keeping the Stealth blender updated and current with your latest menu offerings is easy with 
an integrated USB data interface. Simply download the programming to a USB drive and 
distribute to all your blenders at the same time.

Standard Features

POWER

CONTROLS

QUIET

- Powerful 15-amp direct-drive blender motor
- 1800 Watts

- Illuminated capacitive-touch control surface
- Touch slider for fine-tuned manual control
- Programmable for 6 distinct blend cycles
- Hundreds of downloadable blend cycles available online
- USB interface for uploading and updating cycle programming

- Quietest commercial blender in the world
- Fully enclosed, easy-to-clean blending station

-   Compatible with Blendtec’s patented FourSide™, WildSide™ 
and Twister™ Jars

- Programmable for up to 36 custom-made blend cycles

- One of the smallest footprints in its class
- In-counter installation option availabe

VERSATILITY

FOOTPRINT


